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pet paradise marked the first time a home where
pets could have pets of their own, and sims could
have a dog or cat as a pet. for the first time, sims
could get a picture of their own pet, but the
picture was limited to showing it's ear or paw. in
university life, sims are able to go to their dorm
rooms and talk on the phone to call a taxi, go to
their dorm kitchen, talk to each other, order food
from a food dispenser, or go to the laundry room
to wash their clothes. sims can order a taxi from a
taxi stand, and sometimes the taxi will arrive
while another sim is talking. sims can also order a
taxi from a house, and if the taxi arrives while the
conversation is ongoing, the phone will
automatically end the call. first date marked the
first time sims could date other sims. the first
date, which is also the only date allowed in any
university, begins with a phone call to a potential
date's dorm room, followed by a dinner date at a
nearby restaurant. a sim can be assigned to the
dorm of a prospective date, or a date may be
assigned to a sim. the dinner date can result in a
romantic relationship with that sim, or the sims
can just talk about their respective lives. as of
perfect match , sims can also go on dates to
watch movies, go to a park, or visit an amusement
park. in perfect match, sims can flirt and chat with
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their date, giving them a "flirt" or "chat" moodlet.
as sims like each other more and more, they will
be able to say "i love you," "i hate you" and "i
want to be with you." sims can also choose to kiss
their date, resulting in a "kiss" moodlet. finally, if
a sim kisses their date, a romantic relationship will
begin.

Crack No Cd Sims 3 University Life

unlike in the sims 3, sims can be forcibly invited
over by other sims. when a sims is first called to

the phone, the player will have the option to
either hang up or allow the sim to join the

conversation. this is a social skill which can affect
a sim's relationship with the caller. sims without
social skills will not be able to answer the phone,
and will not be able to remember who has called
them. sims can not have more than one of these

social skills. sims who do not have any social skills
at the start of the game cannot answer the phone

either, and will not be able to be invited over.
before the sims 3, even living in a town required a
phone. in the sims 4, there are more opportunities
for sims to have phones, and only a few of those
opportunities require living in a town. sims who

are younger than toddlers can have a phone, but
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it's rare; most toddlers have an irremovable
smartphone, but can have their own phone as an

aspiration. sims who live in apartments have
access to all the phone features. sims who live in

townhouses have only one phone, and it has a
function that allows for a sim to answer the

phone. sims who live in split-level homes have
access to a phone which is connected to a landline
and an irremovable smartphone; these sims can
choose to have one or both. in the sims 4, sims
can have several homes. sims who live in town

can only have a single phone, as noted above, but
sims who live in apartments can have multiple
phones. unlike in the sims 3, sims are no longer
required to have an existing relationship with

other sims in order to have more than one phone.
sims can have more than one phone by having

more than one lot. when a sim is first introduced
to the phone, the player will be asked whether to

allow a sim to leave the phone. sims without
social skills will not be able to answer the phone.
sims who do not have any social skills at the start
of the game cannot answer the phone either, and
will not be able to be invited over. this means that
even if a sim has lots in their inventory, they will

not be able to answer the phone unless they have
a social skill which allows them to do so.
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